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NM Management-Enhanced Recovery
Why is PRNB a problem for the ERAS patient?
Ways to reduce the risk of PRNB (and problems
associated with PRNB) in the ERAS patient
-Administer only as much NMBA as needed
-Always use at least a PNS
-Consider the use of quantitative
neuromuscular monitoring
-Always reverse the effects of NMBAs
-Consider the administration of sugammadex

Residual Neuromuscular Blockade and Adverse
Respiratory Outcomes
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Residual Neuromuscular Block in the Elderly: Incidence and
Clinical Implications
Murphy GS, et al. Anesthesiology 2015;123:1322-36

Clinical Studies
Residual block measured in PACU → adverse
postoperative events
-Adverse respiratory events
(hypoxemia, airway obstruction,
POPC)
-Prolonged PACU LOS
-Unpleasant symptoms of muscle
weakness

Data prospectively collected on 150 younger (18-50) and 150
elderly (>70) patients
TOF ratios measured on arrival to PACU
Patients examined for adverse respiratory events from tracheal
extubation until hospital discharge
Postoperative muscle weakness quantified using a
standardized exam, and PACU and hospital lengths of stay
were determined
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Results

Residual Neuromuscular Blockade in the PACU: Observational
Cross-Sectional Study of a Multi-Center Cohort (Errando CL, et al. Minerva
Anesthesiologica 2016;82:1267-77)

Incidence of PRNB was 57.7% in elderly and 30.0% in younger
patients (P< 0.001).
Airway obstruction, hypoxemic events, signs and symptoms of
muscle weakness, postoperative pulmonary complications, and
increased PACU and hospital lengths of stay were observed
more frequently in the elderly (all P < 0.01).
In elderly cohort, no differences in preop or introp
characteristics between those with and without PRNB
However, the majority of adverse events were observed in
patients with PRNB.

l
l

Multi-center study from Spain
Enrolled 763 patients from 26 centers

TOF ratios assessed at admission to PACU
Results
l 27% patients TOF ratio < 0.9
l Only 50% of patients monitored intraoperatively
l

l
l

Reversal used in 62% of patients
Patients with PRNB
increased risk respiratory events-OR 2.57 (P=0.009)
increased risk of re-intubation (P=0.02)

Adverse Respiratory Events in the PACU
(Xara D, et al. Arch Bronconeumol 2015;51:69-75)

Prospective observational study of risk factors for ARE
340 consecutive patients
l Predictors of ARE assessed for elective procedures
Results
l ARE occurred in 67 patients (19.7%)
l ARE more frequent in patients:
receiving NMBAs (79% vs. 55%, P< 0.001)
receiving neostigmine (69% vs. 49%, P= 0.002)
with PRNB (46% vs. 11%, P<0.001)
l On multivariate analysis, PRNB independent risk factor for ARE
in PACU (OR 6.4; CI 3.0-13.4;P<0.001)
l
l

Prospective observational study of 558 patients
Cisatracurium-no reversal / cisatracurium-neostigmine
Rocuronium-no reversal / rocuronium-sugammadex (2-4 mg/kg)
l TOF ratios assessed in PACU with TOF-Watch
l
l

Patients examined for:
minor CRE (upper airway obstruction requiring intervention or
hypoxia (SpO2 < 94%)
major CRE (need for re-intubation)
l Also examined for major respiratory complications (pneumonia or
atelectasis) on CXR
l

Minerva Anesthesiologica 2016;82:735-42

Administer only as much NMBA
as needed
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Hospital-based registry of 48,499 patients who received NMBA
at MGH between 2007-2012
Hypothesis: Higher NMBA use associated with increased risk
PoPC
Data collected from AIMS, billing info, and Research Patient
Data Registry
PoPC= respiratory failure, PE, re-intubation, pneumonia
Results
1,812 patients (3.7%) experienced PoPC
Anesthesiology 2015;122:1201-13

Always use at least a peripheral
nerve stimulator

39 patients randomized to TOF monitoring or no
monitoring in OR
Results
No monitoring group
47% TOF ratio < 0.7 in PACU
TOF monitoring group
15% TOF ratios< 0.7 in PACU
(P < 0.005)
Can J Anaesth 1995;42:711-5

Tactile evaluation of the response to
double burst stimulation decreases, but
does not eliminate, the problem of
postoperative residual paralysis
60 patients randomized to DBS monitoring or no
monitoring in OR
Results
No monitoring group
57% TOF ratio < 0.7 in PACU
TOF monitoring group
24% TOF ratios< 0.7 in PACU
(P < 0.05)
Fruergaard K, et al. Acta Anaesthesiol Scand
1998;42:1168-74

99 patients-eye muscles
52% TOF < 0.9
51 patients-AP
22% TOF < 0.9
Adjusted OR for residual block
5.5 (95% CI: 2.1-14.5)
Variables associated with residual
block:
-Monitoring site
-Time interval since last dose
NMBA
-BMI
Anesthesiology 2012;117:964-72
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Consider the use of quantitative
neuromuscular monitoring

Anesth Analg 2013;117:345-51

Intraoperative Acceleromyography Monitoring Reduces
Symptoms of Muscle Weakness and Improves Quality of
Recovery in the Early Postoperative Period

Results: Number of Symptoms

Murphy GS, et al. Anesthesiology 2011; 115: 946-54

Many patients complain of taking a long time to wake up after
anesthesia
Hypothesis: The use of AMG monitoring, by reducing the incidence
of RNB, will also reduce unpleasant symptoms of muscle weakness
155 patients randomized to AMG group or control group (standard
PNS)
Patients examined for 16 symptoms / 11 signs of muscle weakness
on PACU arrival and 20-, 40-, and 60- minutes later
General weakness quantified on a 10-point scale at these times
QOR assessed using 100- mm VAS score at PACU discharge
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Results
General weakness and visual symptoms (difficulty tracking objects with eyes
and maintaining eye opening, blurry vision) were the most frequently
described patient complaints related to RNB
Overall weakness on 0-10 scale reduced by ~50% in the AMG group at all
measurement intervals in PACU
QOR scores significantly higher in AMG group compared to control group
Conclusion: Supports recent editorial, It is possible that rigorous
management of residual blockade might lead to more patient comfort and
more satisfaction.

Donati F. Anesth Analg 2010; 111:6-8
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Always reverse the effects of
NMBAs

Methods
– Case-control study → identify risk factors related to anesthesia
management for mortality or coma within 24 hours of surgery
– Data were collected (1995-1997) on all patients undergoing GA
(869,483 patients) in 3 of 12 provinces in The Netherlands
Results
– 807 “cases” and 883 matched “controls” were analyzed.
– The most significant risk factor identified in the analysis was related
to neuromuscular management
– Failure to reverse of the effects of muscle relaxants was associated
with a 90% increase in the risk of mortality and coma
Anesthesiology 2016;125:647-55

Neostigmine Administration After a Spontaneous
Recovery to a Train-of-Four Ratio of 0.9 to 1.0
Murphy GS, et al. Anesthesiology 2018;128:27-37

Retrospective study of
11,355 non-cardiac
patients from 5 VA
hospitals
8984 received NMBAs

l 120 patients administered 1 X ED95 dose of rocuronium

and given none thereafter (average dose 25 mg)

l Average duration of the cases was 163 minutes
l Results

7047 reversed with
neostigmine
Resp complications=failure
to wean, re-intubation,
pneumonia

At the conclusion of surgery, 24 patients
(21%) had not recovered to a TOF ratio of at least
0.9

Anesth Analg 2017; 124:1476-83
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Consider the use of
sugammadex

Kim KS, et al. Anesth Analg 2004;99:1080-5

Postoperative Respiratory Outcomes in Laparoscopic Bariatric Surgery:
Comparison of a Prospective Group of Patients Whose Neuromuscular
Blockade was Reversed with Sugammadex and a Historical One Reversed
With Neostigmine
Prospective group of 160 patients reversed with sugammadex
Historical group of 160 patients reversed with neostigmine
Primary endpoint: pathological changes in CXR or need for
postoperative ventilation
Results
CXR changes: 11 patients (6.9%) sugammadex group
26 patients (16.3%) neostigmine group
OR, 95% CI: 0.36, 0.18-0.8
No difference in need for postoperative ventilation

The comparative efficacy and safety of sugammadex and
neostigmine in reversing neuromuscular blockade in adults
Hristovska AM, et al. Anaesthesia 2018;73:631-41

Meta-analysis of 41 studies involving 4206 participants
Examined time to TOF ratio of 0.9 and risks of adverse events
Results
There were significantly fewer composite adverse events in the
sugammadex group compared with neostigmine (risk ratio 0.6 (0.49-74)
Risk of bradycardia (RR 0.16 (0.07-0.34)), PONV (RR 0.52 (0.28-0.97),
and signs of PRNB (RR 0.40 (0.28-0.57) were reduced in the
sugammadex group

Llaurado S, et al. Rev Esp Anestesiol Reanim 2014
61:565-70

Conclusions
Approximately 40% of patients arrive in the PACU with objective
evidence of PRNB
Patients admitted to the PACU with PRNB are at higher risk of
hypoxemic events, airway obstruction, POPC, prolonged PACU
LOS, and unpleasant symptoms of muscle weakness
Careful management of neuromuscular blockade is essential in
enhancing recovery and avoiding complications in ERAS patients
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